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Feature Films
8pm

Confessions of a Womanizer   
Miguel Ali, Mogar Pictures, CA; 01 hr : 30 min; 
What happens when a compulsive womaniz-
er becomes best friends with a transgen-
dered prostitute? Confessions of a Womaniz-
er, a hybrid-improv �lm starring Gary Busey, 
C Thomas Howell, Andrew Lawrence, Jillian 
Rose Reed, Kelly Mantle and The Bella Twins.
World Premiere.

Official Selections
              shown Friday Nights Throughout the Year

Brooklyn Unemployed
James Arrabito, Centennial Films, Astoria, NY; 
01 hr : 17 min; 
Brooklyn Unemployed is a feature �lm about 
a down on his luck comic writer trying to get 
a comic published and keep his shaky 
relationship a�oat. .
World Premiere.

Jammed
Josh Itzkowitz, Runaway Bandit Films, 
Teaneck, NJ; 01 hr : 12 min; 
The Epic Concept is the jam band to watch, 
and Rachel, an inexperienced �lmmaker, 
wants to document their rise to stardom. 
World Premiere.

Friday 7/11
Documentaries

4pm-6pm
Club 86     

Jim Augustine, New York, NY  23min: 
World Premiere
Club 86 introduces audiences to a 
fascinating time in American history 
when music knit our nation together, 
one supper club at a time. Club 86 
tells the story of an eponymous 
supper club that attracted some of 
the biggest names in music to the 
small town of Geneva, New York in 
the late-1940s and early 1950s

Directors on Directing       

Damien Patrik, Aurora, CO, 4 min: 
World Premiere
Ponti�cating �lm directors, dancing 
nuns, sweet little girls and puppy 
dogs. Who could ask for anything 
more? 3 successful �lm directors 
explain the REAL secrets to success.

Fort Loudoun: Forsaken by 
God and Man

Buck Kahler, Knoxville, TN, 27min, 
World Premiere
Fort Loudoun: Forsaken by God 
and Man chronicles the rise and 
fall of a remote British outpost on 
the American frontier during the 
French and Indian War. The story is 
told through historical reenact-
ments, interviews with scholars, 
and dramatic readings of �rst-per-
son accounts.
area.

Coney Island: Dreams for 
Sale     

alessandra Giordano, Miami, FL, 
80min
Coney Island, the once magni�-
cent Playground of the World has 
survived many battles, but now 
faces its greatest enemy:corporate 
greed.

My Toxic Backyard     
Katie Damien, Gorilla with a 
Mustache Films, Arden, NC; 1 hr
Residents of a small community 
�ght for clean drinking water as 
the contaminated soil of an old 
manufacturing plant continues 
leaking dangerous toxins into 
ground more than two decades 
after the threat was �rst reported 
to the Environmental Protection 
Agency.

Saturday 7/12

Su�ering Cassandra
Roberto Carmona, Fairfax, VA; 01 hr : 23 min; 
During a terrible storm, a jaded couple gets 
stuck in a house with a charismatic woman 
who threatens their relationship, and their 
sex-crazedmale best friend. 
World Premiere.

fat, dumb and happy
Banks Helfrich, Crazy Hair Productions, LLC, 
Orlando, AL; 01 hr : 39 min; 
Verbose writer, Walter Quill, thinks he's God; 
his wife thinks he's hopelessly inept and his 
teenage kids don't want to have anything 
to do with him. 

Kid Gloves
Adam Simcox, Salford, UK; 01 hr : 22 min; 
It's 1972, and teenager Fred Dobbs is 
preparing for his �rst �ght at the Schoolboy 
Boxing Championships. His trainer, who 
also happens to be his father, thinks he's the 
next great white hope. Two years of training 
have led up to this climatic night. There's 
just one problem.
World Premiere.

Agnus Dei
Agim Sopi, Prishtina, Kosovo; 01 hr : 45 mi; 
I was born from the ones that I shouldn't, I 
lived with those that I mustn't, and I killed 
the one that I shouldn't.
Based on true story, ‘Agnus Dei’ is a kind of 
Oedipus of our days. A young man Peter, 
who is around thirties, lives a desperate life 
with his mother Maria and her husband 
Stojan in one village of Serbia. 
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Short Drama-Cont

Cut  (4min)
Adam Cushman, Los Angeles, CA
A failed actor �nds his way into a small ring 
of underground suburban knife duelists in 
Miami. 
World Premiere

Arena  (23min)
Martin Rath, Lodz, Poland
Arena is a �lm about learning to believe in 
yourself. A hitchhiker is taken in by a remote 
Polish mountain community. But to whom 
do we have to prove of what we're made?

Horse for Sale  (15min)
Katarzyna Kochany, Mississauga, CA 
A mysterious letter spurs a young girl to 
sabotage the sale of her sister's prize horse.

Rose, Mary and Time    (37min)
Hardeep Giani, London, UK
Real is Love - Is life governed by Kismet, or 
can we change our life path.
The �lm is a story of second chances. 

Sheltered Love    (9min)
Alex Italics, Tucson, AZ
In blissful 1950s suburbia, a lovestruck 
bobbysoxer and her no-good-nik boyfriend 
seek refuge from her overprotective and 
hot-headed father.
World Premiere.

Animation
Binary   (1min)
Andre Silva, Wilmington, NC, 1min, World Premier
A digital brain attempts to understand the two primal 
opposites from a survey of human opinions.

Virtuos Virtuell (7min)
Thomas Stellmach: Germany
Abstract ink drawings appear out of 
nowhere. In synchronism to the music they 
‘grow’, changing from curiosity, timid 
encounters, dynamic pursuits and confron-
tation. 

Tall Evil  (3min)
 Wally Chung, NY, NY  
They line up like animals at a slaughter 
house. The only thing they know is that 
when it’s all over, they will become some-
thing else.    World Priemer

Experimental
Suggestive Gestures (75min)
DAVID FINKELSTEIN, Brooklyn, NY
Traveling along the path of a labyrinth, the 
viewer passes through a series of extremely 
diverse landscapes, which are created 
through lush animation, evocative orches-
tral music, and rich dialog, in which words 
are used as much for rhythm and texture as 
they are for meaning.  , World Premier

Independent Filmmaker    (1min)
Andreas Goldfuss, Winnipeg, Canada, 1min,  
The truth about independent �lm making.
World Premier

Short Drama
Butter�y Fluttering  24 min
Roman Kayumov: Moscow, Moscow: 
She is a modern girl, young, beautiful, and 
she tries to follow their own instincts. She is 
searching for someone to love and real 
feelings. Perhaps she just wants to feel alive.

Bragg N East (23min)
Rob Underhill, Wake Drama Inc , Raleigh, NC;
Inspired by true events, a life shattering 
tragedy unites two former adversaries in 
search of answers: a police o�cer and a 
gang-member, both hardened by years of 
working the streets.

The Toothfairy  (4min)
Rachael Sonnenberg , Tena�y, NJ
8 year old Luke believes in the Toothfairy....-
do you?
World Premiere.

Volti  (30min)
Antonio De Palo, Molfetta, Provincia, Italy
Riccardo is a child with Down syndrome 
with a burning passion for the theatre. Each 
afternoon, with the collusion of Mr. De 
Angelis, he sneaks into the small-town 
theatre in order to witness rehearsals 
featuring Mattia as he prepares for a show 
inspired by Marcel Marceau. The young 
Mattia, however, is hiding a secret that no 
one suspects.

Nesting Grounds    (15min)
Samantha DeMaria, Chicago, IL
After the death of his mother, a young man 
compulsively hoards his possessions in 
order to preserve the life around him. . 

Taco Valley   (28min)
Bradd Hopkins, Laughing Crow Productions 
, Santa Fe, NM
A colorful tale of a guy, two gals and a goat. 
A charming layabout with a beautiful 
ex-girlfriend who shares custody of his kid 
gets his comeuppance at the hands of the 
conniving local doctor. The law of unexpect-
ed consequences is intervenes, and some of 
the townsfolk are dyed purple along with 
the target. 
World Premiere.

Dinner With Ana  (17min)
Jianna Maarten, Silver Girl Pictures , New 
York , NY
Everyone has secrets. Renata and Phillip 
know their marriage is dissolving under the 
weight of perfection: the perfect house, the 
perfect job, the perfect life, and now the 
perfect cozy dinner with friends. Renata 
knows they can make it right, �x things 
somehow. But she doesn't count on how 
fast their glass walls can shatter. how fast 
the secrets can come spilling out.

The Specialists (14min)
Brett Mauser, Ponderous Productions , 
Corpus Christi, TX
Seven women are brought together by a 
single man to plan a museum heist, but 
personalities clash and the caper never gets 
o� the ground in this crime caper comedy.

Bongo (4min)
Evan Sennett, Rivera-Sennett Films 
Louisville, KY; 04 min; Student
A curious looking boy named Bongo sits at a 
table and watches a couple dance.
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